All that glitters is gold
In 1932 South African
mining received a major
boost when the discovery of
gold fields near Randfontein
coincided with a steep
rise in the gold price. It
became clear that ESCOM
would have to build new
power stations to satisfy the
increasing demand of the
gold mines. But first there
were two major obstacles
to be overcome: the VFP
had a virtual monopoly on
electricity supply to the
gold mines; and there was
a serious shortage of water
near the Rand.

1933
to
1943

In 1933 ESCOM had put its finances
on the front foot by floating loans (by
public subscription) worth £3 million.
The South African public showed
confidence in the organisation; the loans
were over-subscribed before closing,
and ESCOM repaid £2 250 000 to the
government. The following year ESCOM
raised another loan for £6 750 000
(again by public subscription and which
was again oversubscribed) and settled
its outstanding debt to government,
which at that time stood at £5 750 000.
In just 11 years ESCOM had repaid
its £8 million debt to government and
from then on raised capital via public
subscriptions within South Africa. This
was no small achievement given that the
two government loans were redeemable
in 1954 and 1979. The 1933 Annual
Report proudly notes that “as a result
of the repayment of the above loans the
saving to the Commission’s consumers,
calculated over the period of these
loans, will exceed £5 750 000.”
Although it could raise the capital,
ESCOM did not have the expertise
to build and run a massive power
station; that was something only the
VFP could handle. But the VFP was
a private company whose central
purpose was to generate profits
for shareholders. ESCOM, on
the other hand, was set up to
“stimulate the provision of a
cheap and abundant supply
of electricity”, and was run for
the good of the South African
public. Dr Van der Bijl was

ESCOM’s first newsletter,
ESCOM Magazine, was
published in 1936. In 1938
it enjoyed a national paid
circulation of 22 000 copies.
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In 1935 ESCOM
appointed Frenchman,
and Boer War veteran,
Raoul Martin to
manage the Sabie
River power station.
ESCOM gave Martin
a rifle so that he
could defend himself
from Sabie’s plentiful
population of lions.

1933 - 1943

In 1937 ESCOM pioneered
the use of concrete pylons for
its distribution system. The
use of concrete helped reduce
cost and improve safety.

Power generation technology has some of its roots in shipping, hence
terminology like ‘fleet’, ‘cladding’, ‘gantries’, ‘bilges’, and ‘sumps’.

In 1937 ESCOM House,
situated in Johannesburg,
was opened by Prime
Minister Jan Smuts. At 21
storeys (72m in height) it
was South Africa’s tallest
building. The Carlton
Centre, currently South
Africa’s tallest building,
is more than three times
taller at 223m.

adamant that any further expansion to
the grid should be financed and owned
by ESCOM so that the country as a whole,
and not private shareholders, would
benefit from economic development.
In the 1933 Annual Report, mention
is made that in March 1934 ESCOM
applied, and received, permission from
the Minister of Commerce and Industries
to establish “an undertaking for the
supply of electricity on the Witwatersrand
and in the adjoining areas.” The licence
for the undertaking, which became known
as the Rand Extension Undertaking,
ultimately covered an area stretching
from Delmas in the east to Klerksdorp in
the west, and was ceded to the VFP. This
meant that ESCOM would provide the
capital for the VFP to design, build and
run substations and transmission lines in
this 29 000km² area. It was also noted in
the 1933 Annual Report that the Minister
had approved the establishment of a
“generating station in the Vereeniging
District of the Transvaal”. This was
the Klip power station, which was to
be designed and built by the VFP, and

In 1937 ESCOM House boasted a ‘Hall
of Achievement’ which consisted of a
permanent display of “approved domestic
electrical appliances from different
countries, to encourage the domestic use
of electricity and to facilitate selection by
prospective buyers.”. The Annual Report
does not mention if the electric can opener
(invented in 1931) was one such appliance
on display.
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In 1937 Klip
power station
achieved a thermal
efficiency of 21,7%.
By contrast,
Medupi, on
completion, would
enjoy a thermal
efficiency of 40%.

financed by ESCOM. In the event the VFP
teamed up with Charles Merz’s firm of
consulting engineers (Merz & McLellan)
in the design of the power station.
However, the water shortage problem was
to be solved by a leading South African
engineer, Dr FE Kanthack, who was
appointed as Civil Consulting Engineer
on the project. Thanks to Dr Kanthack’s
innovative cooling towers, only 1% of
the total flow of water would be lost to
evaporation, and the meagre flow of
the Klip River would not be overly taxed.
Meanwhile, in 1934, in the Cape,
the Salt River power station more
than doubled in size when two 20
MW sets were added. The following
year a further 20 MW (with a
generating voltage of 33kV) set was
added bringing its overall generating
capacity to 90 MW. By 1938 the Cape
Municipality had completed its own
power station, Table Bay, which then
became part of a pooling agreement
with Salt River, which was relegated
to a peak load system. The pooling
system demonstrated the advantages
of interconnected power stations and
centralised control, and proved the
farsightedness of the Electricity Act
which had envisaged ESCOM as a coordinator of electricity suppliers.
In 1938 work began on the Vaal
power station, which was situated just
south of Vereeniging, and was the
first ESCOM station in the then Orange
Free State. Similar to Klip, the Vaal
power station was to be financed by
ESCOM, but built and run by the VFP.

In 1939 ESCOM decided to beef up
Durban’s power supply by building
a second power station at Congella.
Advances in technology meant that
the new power station’s boilers would
boast steam pressures of 4.3 MPa
(which is 42 times atmospheric
pressure), as opposed to the existing
norm of 1.9 MPa. Congella was also
the first power station to have an
electrical generator with a capacity of
40 MW (as opposed to 33 MW) and
like Salt River, the generating voltage
was racked up to 33 kV. Unfortunately,
some key equipment needed to be
imported from Britain, and when the
Second World War broke out later that
year, Congella’s first set and three
boilers were commandeered for Earley
power station in Great Britain, which
supplied power for war industries.
Although many Afrikaners thought
South Africa should fight on the
German side, Jan Smuts, who swept
to power soon after the outbreak of
the war, persuaded the majority of
whites to get behind Britain and the
allies. With South Africa’s economy now
geared for war, Prime Minister Smuts
wasted no time in asking Dr Van der
Bijl to join the cabinet and take over
the position of Director-General of War
Supplies. Dr Van der Bijl accepted the
position but refused a cabinet post
for fear of being embroiled in party
politics. “At present I have no enemies
that I know of, but if I join the Cabinet
I shall immediately have 40% of the
population against me…” The revealing

quotation suggests that Dr Van der
Bijl’s seemingly neutral views betray a
typical white attitude of the time, that
when it came to politics and power,
blacks did not count.
Nonetheless, Dr Van der Bijl
performed his duties with such
distinction that Smuts extended his
control to the manufacture of all
necessities in the country, including
military and civilian necessities. Chief
Engineer Albert Jacobs took on the dayto-day job of running ESCOM, whilst
Van der Bijl got behind the war effort.
The experience must have stood Albert
Jacobs in good stead for his eventual
promotion to chairperson in 1948.
Klip power station was commissioned
early in 1940; just months after war
had been declared in Europe. The
station consisted of twelve 33 MW units
and four 7 MW house sets. At 424 MW
it was the largest power station in the
southern hemisphere and four times
the size of Witbank. It was also more
economical than Witbank and proved
once and for all that a large power
station situated on a coal mine was the
answer to cheap power. •

In 1938 ESCOM arranged ‘electric cooking’
demonstrations at ESCOM House which
were attended by, among others, domestic
science pupils.
In order to save on
>
resources such as paper,
In 1937 ESCOM sold
2 500 million units of
electricity, a mere 1,13%
of what the organisation
currently sells in a year.

>

Eskom’s second decade

The Vaal power station,
started in 1938, was
ESCOM’s first power
station to be situated in the
then Orange Free State.

the annual reports during
the Second World War
(1939-1945) were kept as
brief as possible and did
not contain photographs.

In 1940 one 40 000 kW set and three 200 000
lbs/hr boilers were being completed in Great
Britain when ESCOM agreed to release them
to the British Government to aid them in
their war effort. Britain, in turn, agreed to
prioritise the manufacture of replacements.

Dr Van der Bijl signed off the
Annual Reports with this flourish:
“By Order of the Commission,
I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant.”
Dr Van der Bijl declined
a cabinet post in 1939
because he did not want
to waste time, as he put it,
“making conciliatory and
tactful speeches”.
Dr FE Kanthack’s innovative
design for the Klip power
station cooling towers
helped to limit the use of
river water. These structures
cooled water by evaporating
only 1% of the total flow.

